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Higher education faces challenges
Colleges not
f or everyone
.

By STEVE THOMAS
During the late t960s and early '70s, more
students than ever were attending college.
College seemed to be the thing to do . It was
the center point of protests and orrered a
chance for a beller future . But there was a lot
of unrest among students

Students were sereaming to be heard . And
since a lot of students were entering college to
avoid the unpopular Vietnam War , many
were unprepared and entering for the the
wrong reasons .
During this period , more students with low
grade· point averages and ACT scores en.
tered college .
Things have changed In the '805 .
The number of students attending college
~"COLLEGES

Page 2, Column I

Leffislators
.
0'"
enterIng fray
..

.

By TOM STONE
Kentucky legislators are taking a close look
at higher education this year. but some
legislators are wondering whether they 're
looking too close.
Several legislators on a 33- member state
committee studying higher education are

questioning
whether
" unnecessary
programs" need to be cut and whether they 're
the proper people todo the Culling.
Meanwhile , others say decidi~g w~ere to
~ut programs may be ImpoSSIble If each
legislator is fighting for the university In his
own district.
"They (other legislators) would fight for
the schools in their area just like I would fight
for the schools in my area ," said state Rep.
See POLITICS
PageS,Column I

Peace Fest
.has trouble
motivating

Puff magic
gone for AOPi
For the first time in four years Alpha Omi·
cron Pi won't win the annual Sigma Nu Pow·
der Purrchampionship.
Their hottest rivals , Alpha Delta Pi, got a
touchdown and extra point by Gayle Sutton
early in the second half and held on for an !Hi
victory at Hobson Grove Park Monday night.
AOPi will face Chi Omega in the cham.
pionship game at 8 tonight.
Chi Omega drew a bye in the first round and
then defeated Alpha Xi Delta I Hlin Tuesday
night'5 semifinals .
ADPi beat Phi Mu t&-O tn the other semi·

By MARY MEEHAN
Most students walked by quickly,
averting their eyes or catching only
a sidelong glance of the pamphlets
and homemade buttons arranged on
thelable .
The volunteers who manned the
tables outside the university center
and Garrell Center during Peace
Fest '84 had a hard time generating
interest.
Although United Campuses to
Prevent Nuclear War orrered musi·
cal entertainment, free pamphlets
and informational meetings to get
their message across, the three-day
festival received only a lukewarm
response.
"The average person can 't do
anything," about the nuclear problem, said Paula Griffin, as she sat
outside Downing University listen·
ing to aplusician .
"I don 't really know what they are
trying to accomplish ," said the
Bowling Green sophomore as she
looked at the banner hanging on the
university center wall . It read "A
Celebration
of
Nuclear
Awareness."
About 60 people attended a
" Breaking the Stalemate" tele·
conference Monday , and another 60
attended a forum on nuclear war
Tuesday.
Mary Crawley, a member of the
group , said she thought Tuesday's
Iforum was the best received event.

ftnaIpme.

See PEACE
Page 3, Column I

(TOP) Tami Meredith and Julie
Ross cheer aRea: Alpha Omicron Pi
scored its first touchdown in the
Powder Puff football tournament.
The AOPi's lost to Alpha Delta Pi
7-6 in.the first round . (Middle) The
AOPi team and coach Eric Stagner
hold hands after their loss.
- (BoftOinJA1>Pi- amie HOUCliins, a
senior from Smiths Grove, cries
during the final moni~nts of the
game.
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Sp«ial to ,I>< HmJd • Mary Ann Lyons
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Imagination is the key to a
successful party , and unusual
themes, ranging !'rom polyester
to Yuri Andropov dropping orr,
can makealmostanyeventf\m.
Single Parents on Campus
orrers support for peoplewbo
are rearing their children alone.
The new organization meets
every Wednesday at 4 :30in West
Hall CeUar.
1be rivalry between Western and Eastern still exists,
the Toppers,~, will have to
play their best gameoCtlteyear
to beat Eastem, 4-2. 'I'iieybatUe
in Smith Stadium Saturday.
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has
and higher education
has tried to raise Its standards.
Last year , the state Department
of Education adopted a p~lIege
curriCUlum, specifying a certain
number of credits in several areas ,
that high school students must meet
to be admitted to the state's fouryear universities . It will first affect
the graduating class of '87.
However, several high school
counselors across the state said a
large number of their students will
stiUseekacollegeeducation.
Bill Hoagland, counselor at
' Bowling Green High for 11 years,
said that between 60 and 70 percent
of the school's graduating seniors
will attend coUege. But, he added,
" We have some who apply who
don't belong."
Hoagland and many other counselors try to tell students about alternatives to college.
Bill Goodan, counselor at
Lexington Henry Clay High School
for 12 years , said that students seem
to have a better grasp of their capabilities.
"In the past, in the 70s, anybody
thatwantedtogotocoUegecould,"
Goodan said. "We've been led to believe that college is for everyone.
Suddenly, the doors aren 't open' to
everyone. "
Goodan said many of his students
have gone to college but haven 't
been prepared. "They could get by
with the easier courses in high
school."
.
He said he doesn't try to get all the
graduating students togo to college.
He instead lias them' look at all the
options.
Goodan said that , although he
hasn 't noticed a decrease in the percentageofstudentsentering.college
a greater number of students are
entering the military or going to
technical schools.
Jean C. Williams , counselor at
Owensboro Senior High School for
20 years , said that she also doesn 't
try to persuade all students to attend college.
"Not everyone should be in college, " she sa id. '" feel there 'are ,
many other things we should be
looking into."
Williams said that about 45 percent of the graduating students at
Owensboro will attend college. She
said that is down from 65 to 70 percent because the schOOl now has
more students from urban areas .

declined:

,

r

WilJlams said she does everything
she can to help the students decide

on- a career. She suggests to some

that they go to vocational school,
while suggesting to others that
"they just go to work . "
''' Many of our top students don 't
question whether or not they should
go, " she said. "It 's simply a mailer
of what they should do and where
they should go. A large part of our
top students look atit as a way to get
what they want. "
But even though many students
still see college as a means for advancement, most counselors agree
that it doesn 't offer the students as
as it

Sandy Murray, a counselor at
Seneca High Schoolin Louisville for
16 years, said, "At that time (in the
late '60s and early '7Os) ,,,everyone
felt college was the answer .
"There were a lot of people who
chose it simply as an option to
something they didn't want to do. ,
think it was a hard time for young
people to decide what they wanted to
do.
"Young people today are better
informed as to what their 9\Xions
are and what the world of work's
needs are."
Murray said college isn 't looked
at with the same reverence by
students and ~rents that it once
was but can still beimportanl.
" I think it Will <be important) if
they are well prepared in that degree
and have chosen a field wisely ," she
said. " I think a college degree for
certain areas is going to be a
necessity . But not all students. as
far as interest and skills. are geared
to college ."
Betty Skidmore, a counselor at
Ballard Memorial High School in
LaCenter for eight years . said
although the worth of a college diplorna has changed, it 's still necessary .
'" don 't see that they (the

students) have much option," she
said. "Careers that were good three
years ago arc'bad now . If it's hard
to find a' job with a college degree,
then how hard is it going to be to find
a job without one?"
Because of unemployment,
Skidmore said she has also seen an
increase in the number of students
entering college who aren't at the
top of their class.
About 45 percent of the students
graduating from BaUard Memorial
last year enrolled in college, but the
numberenteringthemUitary is also up,shesaid.
Nelda Wheat , a counselor at Warren East High School for 12 years ,
said she thinks "the demand for a
college education is greater than
ever."
Gene'Andrew,acounseloratMale
Traditional High School in
Louisville for five years, said he
thinks a college education is still
i mportantto students.
He said he doesn 't advise everyone to go to college. But Male, with
its strict educational standards,
will still send about 90 percent ofits
graduating students tocoUege.
"I don 't think college is foreveryone," he said. "But' do believe it
should be open to them if they want
to pursue it."
Male Traditional's students must
apply for admit~nce to the school
and can be denied admittance for
poor grades.
Higher education will be interesting to watch during the last part
of the '80s , As the number of
students eligible to enter college
continues to fall , higher education
will be faced with new problems.
Most high school counselors
agree that a college education is still
going to be important to students .
Wheat said it may be even more
important than ever.
"I think the day is over when' a
student thinks he can earn a respectable living without some type
offormal education."

CORRECTION
Because of a reporter's error,
President Donald Zacharias was
misquoted in Tuesday 's Hera ld in ae.
story about Faculty Senate's proposed athletic budget freeze .
Zacharias actually said, " It would
be erroneous to assume <that) without athletics the academic programs would do better across the
board."
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2 pieces of reg. or crispy chicken
1 biscuit with butter
Choice of cole slaw, mashed potatoes,
potato salad,. baked beans or macaroni
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GRAND OPENING!
October 27,1984
Accessories

Full Line oflmported Cigarettes
Located inside Main Entrance Greenwood Mall

now available
The Bride's House
95031-WBy-Pass
781-9644

Peace .Fest '
has trouble
motivating

Fall Foliage Tour
Peace Fest
'84 buttons
were on sale
during the
three-day
event.

-Continued from Front PageThe forum featured loca l rep·
resentatives fr!)m the presidential
campaigns and professors who
have backgrounds in the nuclear
issue.
Sam McFarland . UCAM adviser .
began the forum by sayi ng "cer·
tainly no one wants it (nuclear
war) . but we certainly are divided
on how to prevent it ."
Steve Thorton . Bowling Green
chairman for the Wa lter Mondale
cam paign. said hi s candidate
favors a nuclear fr~ze and annual
summit talks with the Soviet Union .
Walter Baker. a Glasgow attor·
ney who has worked in the Defense
Department under Ronald Reagan .
said the president favors determent
Nuclear weapons have become
" instruments of world politics ."
said Dr George Vourvopoulu s .
head of the physics and astronomy
department . He said having nuclear
weapons boosts a countries recog·
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nition as a power

He sa id destr-.lying existing
nuclear weapons is an "unrealistic
demand " because their threat provides a kind of stability to world
politics
Roth Vourvopoulus and Dr George Bluhm . professor of govern ·
ment . said the key to stabilization is
open communication between the
United States and the Soviet Union .
Despite the political overtones of
both the teleconference and the
forum . Mark Richards . UCAM or·
ganizer. said the group is non ·
partisan
.
"What we want to do is make the
problems of the arms race 'an
issue. " he said " If they (students)
think 'about it . they 'll read about it
and make an informed decision ."
He said the events offered both
sides of the issue.
Although the Peace Fest wa s
publicized in local radio stations
and news paper s. the students
walking by the booths didn ·t seem
interested in the issue .
" I think it's ridi culo us ." said
Derrick Vincent . a Louisville

Clip Herald
coupons
and save.

invites
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Doug Nesbit , from the department of library and special
services. sings outside the university center Tuesday as part
of Peace Fest '84 .
senior
" I think the people that .c are
already care." he said . "The people
that don·t care aren ·t going to be·
cause of Peace Fest '84 ."
Crawley . a sophomore from Cin·
cinnati . worked the booths a portion
ofeachllay .
"We would ask people if they
wanted information . and they
didn ·t even want that ." she said.
Richards . who began to organize
the group about six w~ks ago . said
"That is precisely the mentality we
nre trying to change - the one that
says peace cannot work ."
" I am disppointed . but I'm not
surprised." he said . "1 have been at
Western three and a half years . and
I'm not surprised by an apathetic
reaction or a deaf ear ,"
Richards said part of the problP.m

was that students associated the
group and its goals with the student
movements of the 60s. which were
not very effective.
But Richards said this movement
is very different.
" We ' re not asking people to
drop-out ... · he said . "We 're asking
people to get involved ."
Richards said election time is the
right time to get people interested in
the issue .
Students need to look at all the
issues. and listen to the candidates '
sta nds - not how they package
their ideals.
People don ·t have the right to
complain about policy they don ·t
support iflhey didn ·t participate in
the election. Richards said .
Vouropoulus said "the best
weapon you have is the vote ...

WESTERN STUDENTS
to a Get-Acquainted Breakfast
Sunday, October 21 , at 8:30 a.m.
at the Church, ] 101 State Street.
Special guest Dr. Larry Laird,
a W.K.V. Psychology Professor.
Worship Services at 10 :00.
Telephone 842-8171
Dr. Paul Shepard, Minister
Rev. Michael Carter, As.~istant Minister

Ladies Dingo
Fashion
Boots
$29.95

Various styles and
colors
Values tO$110

Mens.Dingo
Boots
$36.95
Values tO$IOO
Various styles and colors to
choose from.

1st quality Acme Boots reg. $69.95; now $39.95
Grey and Tan to choose from .

Mens Ha(ness .S oots
Now Only $19.93 a pair.

.
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BQOr COMPANY FACTORY OUTLET
2910 Scottsville Rood
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OPINION
"G,O WESTERN, GOII

Athletics IIlust s'h are
in budget probleIlls
Faculty Senate may catch a lot of
heat from Hilltopper sports fans,
but the cold reality of its most recent
resolution must stand - Western 's
athletic budget must be frozen.
There's just no way to justify an
increase in the already inflated athletics budget for next year when facully &nd stafT had to make do with a
2 percent salary raise this year .
Because of penny-pinching allotments by the 1984 Kentucky General
Assembly , most departments
received little or no increase in their
budgets.
However, athletics did .
The department got $236,000 added to its budget, raising the grand
total to more than $1.9 million.
The question is, "How ?"
The simple fact is that athletics at
Western today is a liability. Teams
at Western spend almost twice what
they collect in student athletic fees ,
gate receipts, alumni handouts and
television payofTs.
The rest of the university must
sacrifice and absorb the huge deficit
created by major and minor sports.

The unfortunate fact remains Western athletics will continue to be
a burden on the entire university
until the teams become more competitive regionally and nationally.
Nonetheless, President Zacharias
is Correct - there must always be a
place for athletics. He notes that
Western sports teams provide exposure for the universi~y and development of young athletes.
They can't be scrapped .
But the senate doesn 't want to toss
athletics out the window . They just
want to draw the line on spending
and force the teams to share the
budgetary woes with other departments .
The teams certainly can 't convince the administration and Board
of Regents that such sharing is unfair .
As F<,lculty Regent Mary El,len
Miller Said , we must "keep our priorities in order."
Sports fans remember : The overwhelming majority of students
come to Western to get an education,
not a ~ports exhibition.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Munroe's han is
aimless harassment
In response to the story of a stickers ban in
the dorm , one word applies - trivial. One
might speculate on whether Mr. Jeff Munroe
(Barnes-Campbell Hall director) concerns
himself with the number of times the dorm
residents call home .
His concern with what·the gJudents put on
their door is aimless harassment. It is a basic
right, not a whimsical privilege granted by a
"dorm lord ," that Americans have freedom
of expression.
.
That includes putting up stickers , banners
or whatever . If indeed it "is a judgement
call ." then the policy is wrong by legal and
moral standards that a lot of Americans have
died for .
For a public university to concern itself
with such matters is beyond comprehension.
In many respects, such behavior in official
circles should not be d1'gnined by any response .
If Mr. Munroe and the housing office feel, in
a genuine sense.,&Aat they are doing something for the student good, then they lack a
basic ingredient for .the academic community , namely rational thought.
It would be appropriate for someone in the
housing office to apologize to the students . I

Herald

(502) 745-2653
109 Garrett Center

The ~. Heights Herald is published by Univer·
sity Publications each Tueaday and Thursday except
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suspect they will not , however , judging from
the evasive comments of the concerned officials.
Perhaps next term during room inspection ,
he can focus on the appropriate method of
maklngbeds .
Bob Thompson
,radllate IhldeDI

Saturday test unjust
The idea of a pass/fail test for freshmen
English classes is ludicrous, but to have it on
a Saturday is an injustice.
Do the English teachers who designed the
passlfail methods think freshmen enjoy putting a few hundred dollars and a good school
record on the line over a test ?
Do they want to further the anticipation by
forcing us to give up a Friday night and a
Saturday? .
I know about other freshmen and myself.
I'm not willing to give up time to go home , to
relax , or yes , to party for taking a test I don 't
even believe in .
.
I'm voting in the freshman primaries
against the tentative Saturday date for the
discriminatory pass/fail. I urge all freshmen
to come out and vote Oct. 30,1984 and to mark
their ballots the sensible way .
JeDDifer L , Barwick

Family feud
Hilltopper from the East
learns to cope with rivalry
By MICHAELCOLLlNS

It ain 't easy being a Hilltopper when you 're
from Eastern Kentucky .
Friends become your enemies . Relatives
call you a traitor. And strangers stare at you
like you 're an alien when you wear a Western
T-shirt.
So you learn to cope . You decide that
friends aren 't that imllOrtant. You remind
relatives that you're still an i!:astern Kentuckian 'at heart . And you tell strangers to
kiss ofT.
'MIen you hope like hell that Western doesn 't
get crushed in the annual football clash with
that qtheruniversity - Eastern .
People from that other university will In ·
vade S!1'Ilth Stadium on Saturday when the
Toppers face the Colonels in the latest chapter
of the state's biggest football rivalry .
Life will be a lot easier for me if the Toppers
manage to pull ofT their first win of the
season. But the game isn't that important .
It 's what goes on in the stands that really
counts.
Colonel fans will carry their maroon and
white pompons , sing the Eastern fight song
and bet their Hilltopper friends that the game
will be over before the first quarter ends.
Topper fans will cheer on Big Red , wave the
old red towel and pray for a miracle .
It'll be f~end against friend, sister against
brother , cousin against cousin . Just for the
sake of competition. For nothing more than
school pride.
And the chance to get revenge .

COMMENTARY
I've been waiting for this game since
Western drowned the Colonels' chances for
victory in Richmond last year . It rained. and
the Colonels watched a 18·game winning
streak slip slide away as Western poured
points onto the scoreboard in the second half.
The result-a lG-IOtie .
I'm hoping for even better resultS on Satur·
day .
But even if Western loses , I 'll get the satisfaction of knowing that the folks back home
know just what a real Hilltopper is.
I'll stand up to that Colonel from my
hometown who yelled obscenities about
Western at a high school football game . Forget the fact that we were classmates for about
six years. Thls rivalry bit is serious stuff.
And when the band plays the fight song, I 'll
stand up and cheer just to get even with
. everyone ll'hohas caUed mea traitor .
No one will be spared . Not my high school
math teacher who thinks that Eastern's the
oniy university in the state, Nor my cousin
who turned down a scholarship at Western so
she could become a Colonel.
Chances are that she'U get back at me, too .
For every time that I've told her she made
the wrong choice. For gloating after last
year's game , And for teasing her that Eastis no more than a second-rate school for
backward hillbillies.
It ain't easy being a Colonel, eiUler. Especiallywhen there's a HiUtopperin the family .
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.Zacharias talks on education trends
8yPRESIDENT
DONALD ZACHAlUAS

Higher education, like most Am·
erican institutions, Is subject to
trends. For nearly 40 years, higher
education has experienced unprecedented growth in the number of
institutions olterlng degrees and in
enrollment.
Largely because of the decline In
the birth rate eighteen years ago. the
number oC students now entering
colleges and universities Is declining. What impact will this and
other changes have upon higher ed·
ucation ?
One major trend bas already begun to emerge. Most unIversity
educators are talking more about
quaJity than ever belore. The talk Is
baled upon genuine concern .about
quality education and not merely
some newly adopted marketing
teclmlque.
DilcussloDS oC quality , in ract ,
frighten some people because they
consider it merely a euphemism for
8 new rorm o(elltism in education.
Although they are concerned
about the loss of enrollment , educators ' preoccupation with quality
is more directly related to pressures
ror academic programs in the
sciences and high-tech fields and
for programs that lead to pro ·
fessional careers.
Educators . as part of a second
trend , have increased theireltorts to
find students with good skills in
composition . mathematics . and
science because they recognize that
competence in these areas is essential for students planning a career in
one or the high-growth fields .
They know that education will become more cosUy as univenitles

SPEAK OUT

Fifth. the use oC the computer as
an Instructional tool will expand
rapidly . The value of computers for
teaching in business and the sciences Is already obvious .

New communication networks
between universities and businesses
and between universities and public
schools will olter exciting developments in instruction . Because of the
expense associated with the use of
computers, universities are likely to
adopt special fees to be used for
helping to oltset the high costs ass0ciated with this form of Instruction.
A fmaJ trend relates to the 8OW'ce
of funds Cor public universities . As
legislators work to hold down the
rate of Increasing demands for revenue, public universities will find it
increasingly essential to raise funds
!'rom alumni and businesses to pr()o
vide a margin of excellence in aU
major academic programs.
The universities with the best
reputation for quality programs .
outstanding faculty , and top scholarships will be the universities
which are succes sful In supplementing state appropriations
with gills from their supporters.
These then are some of the major
trends you can expect to see over the
next five to 10 years . Some are
already occurr ing on unive rsity
campuses and will become more
apparent in a few years .
With the full implementation of
the current reforms. the system will
return to its former prominence as
the world 's finest educational system and still the best investment
that anyone can make in assuring
that the democratic system survives and that the I'reedom of the
. individual is preserved.

LOOK FOR THE BUCK
STRETCHER SYMBOL
ON TH'E CHOW-LINE
MENU

DUC'CAFETERIA
Let your money and tummy
stretch with the weekly
budget.stretcher!
(H~me ·o f SJlP.e r,Card II)

Phi Mu Gents,
Thanks; You're the
Best and this is
YourWeek! .
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Harold Baldwin
Mark F d
Mike Go°ffr
Bobby Cotter
Brian Cundiff
Lee Grace
Paul Davis
0 'Brian McKinley
Greg Donaldson
Dan Meyer
Darrell Miller
Max Moss
Wade Musgrave
~
David Roberts
Bobby Roe
5
Lots of Love ,
~
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The Sisters of Phi MU
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We understand how your hairstyle
has to complement your personal
lifestyle. Command Performance
combines the talents of our professional hairstylists with the most
comtemporary styling techniques to
design the look you need ... when you
need it.
Call us for an appointment or just
walk right in.

Mon.-Wed. 10-9
Thurs.-Sat. 9-9
Sunday 1-5
Green~Ma"

782-9206 ·
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ASG want,s less gen'e ral ed
B,V1CTORIA P. MALMER

Proposals calling for nine fewer
general education boors and an eneorced university policy on
make-up work for excused abo
sences were given rIrSt reading by
Associated Student Government
Tuesday.
The actions are "two of the most
controversial resolutions so far ,"
said PresidentJackSmith.
The general education resolution
says requiring students to take so
many classes "unrelated to their
chosen field of study is excessive
and unrealistic"
The resolution asks Academic
Council and Dr . Robert Haynes ,
vice president for academic affairs .
to reduce'the number of general ed·
. ucation requirements in the fol ·
lowing ways ;
• Categories A and B from a
combination of 9 and 12 hours to 9
hours each - a reduction of three
hours .
• Category C from 15 to 12 hours
- a reduction of three hours.
• Category D, section I, from 9
to 6 hours - a reduction of three
hours.
The second proposal asks Aca·
demic Council to review the policy
on make-up work after excused absences and to enforce it.
"HiUtopics says you can make up
classwork after miSSing class be-

cause of 'ilI.ness, death in the family,
or other justifiable reasons,' "
Smith said. "But I can show you 20
syllabi that say you can 't make up
course work, homework, quizzes or
tests for any reason after any absence."
According to Hilltopics ; "When
students present valid reasons for
absences, the Instructor will assist
them in completing work missed, or
in the case of extended absences will
consult the CAP (Career and Aca·
demic Placement) Center for appropriate action. "
"We need an enforced policy ,
campus-wide, " Smith said.
Congress also approved a resolu·
tion asking the Academic Council
and President Donald Zacharias to
extend the time limit for finishing
an incomplete grade to 16 weeks .
The resolution says that students
who have an incomplete during the
fall semester have up to 16 weeks to
make up the course work . But
students receiving an incomplete
during the spring semester have up
to26weeks to makeupthe work .
The resolution says extensions
should be given only in "extenu·
ating circumstances" and only with
the approval of the college dean .
lt 's something that 's needed at·
tention for a longtime, " Smith said .
"Professors are inconsistent about
their policies . We need a policy that
would apply to everyone ...

CDS"7

~ngress a.l$o dlsCus5ed a proposal asking the university to abol-

ish its attendance policy .' A
resolution on the policy probably
will be introduced next week.
Hilltopics now specifies Ihat
registering for a class obligates a
student to be "regular and punctual
inclass."
But, Smith said, "Who can say
what 'regular' is? We're all adults
here . We shouldn't need the univer·
slty or a professorto tell us we have
to go to classes.
"Some professors are really rigid
about it," be said. "They'll drop you
from the roll for mISSing their class
one too many times. Once you pay
your money and register for a class,
it should be up to you decide about
class attendance. "
In other business, the congress;
• Gave first reading to a resolu.
tion asking the university to provide
signs on the ramps of the parking
structure , identifying the curbs as
off·limits for pedestrian traffic .
• Gave first reading to a proposal requesting the officers of the
Associated ~'udent Government to
notify their own members after
three and four unexcused absences .
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We use Kodak Paper and Chemicals for a good look

Remember-Your Fil'm Can
Only Be Processed Once
looking for Value? Then come to CDS 7
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For the best in food and enter.tainment.
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WE'RE THE STORE
WITH I THE THINGS
YOU CAN'T LIVE
WITHOUT.
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On Quality Service
Photo Finishing

We welcome students to buy their cameras & photo
. supplies at ' CDS 7, the oldest &.complete
photographic dept. in Bowling Green, Kentucky.
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--Coupon--

20% off

•

/)

everything in the store at
ContainerWorld. (does not
.include sale merchandise, gas,.
•
or kerosene)
•
•
good 10-16-84~ 10-25-84
I
•
Must present coupon
•
attime of sale.
•
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Take advantage .of our coupon desi
especially for Western students.
t'Y Jllelmt:r you're doing some early
Christmas shopping,buyinga birthday
gift ' for a friend, or splurging
on yourself, we have the perfect u
gift especially foryou.
Come see us!
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ENTERTAINMENT
Imagination is the key to good parties
By MATT EMERY
Polyester.
Ninety ·nine red balloons.
Yurl Andropov dropped off.
Those may sound like unusual
party themes, but they have the key
ingredient to a successful bash ..
Imagination .
And
Angie
Speck .
an
Elizabethtown senior and host of the
99 red balloons party. said it ·s not
just the imagination of the host that
counts .
Speck. who said she throws sev.
eral parties a year . said the " people
I invite to my parties are creative
enough to entertain themselves and
each other They don ·t come to my
parties saying ·hey . entertain
me .. ..
.. Anything Can be a party situ.
ation. ,. she said .. It ·s an attitude of
'Iet's ha ve fun in spite of every·
thing .' ,.
She also rates "spontaneity" high
on her list 01 what makes a party
successful
Kirk Tisdale. a senior from Covington. Ohio. said he and his two
roommates throw about ten parties
a year
Last year's pa rty for fallen com ·
munist leader Andropov . was designed to be a sort of wake and
featured communist. newspapers
tacked to the walls . pictures of the
commrade plastered throughout
the apartment.
"Noneofusareln a frat ," he said .
.. But we have a pretty tight niche of
friends . We take our school serio
ously-toa point ."
.. We like to cut loose on the
weekends," he said.
Speck said she spent $tOO for her
red balloon party. including $20 for
helium and balloons.
"That's my problem ." she said.
" 1get into decorating ...
But, she said. that was the most
she ever spent on a party .
For refreshments, she said she
prepared fresh vegetables, cheese
and crackers, dip and chips, black
olives, carrots and celery. She also
bougbt several bottles of champagne.
A recent party at Tisdale 's

apartment was kicked-off with the
toast. "Tonight we shall party like
banshee warriors ."
For refreshments, he bought a
nve pound bag of popcorn for under
$t The roommates also built a bar
for the evening for less than$l .
The lumber was free, and they
only had to pay for the nails .
Some party the mes are tra ditions , though .
Last Saturday . the Western
Players, a theater organization .
held its Seventh Annual Polyester
Party . Guests came dressed entirely in polyester and adopted a
backwards . SOCially inept charac.
ter.
The evening also included a pag.
cant
Lisa Hayes. a senior from
Hendersonville . Tenn .. said she
thought COllege parties are " less inhibited" than other parties.
Lynn l\irkpatrick , a senior from
Fort BliSs . Texas, agreed . She said
party goers usually have classes
together and they are closer.
Melissa Bedinger . a senior from
Hendersonville , Tenn . and retiring
Polyester Qu·een. said "We're more
open with each other :' even before
drinking.
Bedinger explained the pageant.
It starts with .. a parade where you
walk through as a couple:' she said.
.. After everybody parades
through. we select ten finalists. five
men and five women ."
Then they have a talent com .
petition , shesaid .
" People will sing or do really bizarre things, and you do it all in
character."
Finally, contestants are asked
questions, Bedinger said. For example. " If Ronald Reagan were
re-elected and did away with polyester, what wouldyoudo~"
Contestants
answer
"in
character."
Then Mr. and Miss congeniality
areelected. Last year's queen gives
a walk . Then a prince, princess.
king and queen are selected for the
coming year .
" After we have aU that," Bedinger said , "we put on our regular
clothes and have a good time ."

Laurie Stream, a senior from St. Louis, Mo., Player'S Seventh Annual Polyester Party Satmakes her grand entrance at the Western urday night.
Early in the evening. Suzette
Bowman, seemed determined to
win .
"I've been a finalist three years."
she said. "And I intend 10 win ...
She described her outfit as a red
scarf, red, white and blue " tasteful
polyester" dress, polyester shoes , a
white head-band and blue polyester
purse.
Total cost - $2 .68 at the local Salvation Army store.
"I feel my time has come," she

said.
At Tisdale 's party, things were
less structured . Still. everyone
seemed 10 enjoy themselves .
It was about 3:00 8.m . when the
last guests headed home. The floor
was Uttered with piles of popcorn,
empty beer cans and tattered sections from an issue of "Vogue"
magazine. A small table lay destroyed In the middJe of one room .
Of course, cleaning up the next
morning is part of every party .

The morning aner her ninetynine red balloons party, cleaning up
.. was a full day, " said Speck.
But, Speck said, it's worth the
effort .
I've got a lot of grWps offriends, n
&be said. "It's a way of being with a
lotoCmyfriends ...
Bowman also agreed that parties
are worth the effort.
Aner three years of disappointment, &be is Polyester Queen
for 11184-85.

Staging: Music students enjoy"preparingfor opera
8, KIM SWIFT

"'I'hU Is going 10 be a run evenproduction as he jumps around the
plans to sing professionally after
Besides the role in the
ing," Halesald .
stage with I\uTy ears and a beard
graduating.
Czecboslavakian opera, Beckham
I, Act J : The setting is a
Although "Little Red Riding
around hit head .
. " Ihaveadriveinmeloperform,"
also portrays Violetta in " La
small otnce on the third fioor of the
Hood, "Is geared 10 children it Is an
"It's run," he said. "The cast has
Traviata."
Fine Arts Center .
adult opera, cJaasified as an opera
a ball."
the sophomore said. "Whereas most
The props include a shiny , black
bulI'a or comical opera.
Paschal said he has been singing
people want to teach."
Lite Drury, the Bowling Green
piano and piles of musical scores.
......
- are many types of ope
'
ra ,
"I'm very versatile In my type of
senior
hopes said
10 sing
professionally.
fo
.."""
rormally
Z:l0years,andhestarted
Beckham
&be
would like 10
The actor is Dr. Virgil Hale.
the professorofmuslc said.
singing In church choirs.
music," Drury said. "I've always
HaJe, director of the opera theater
"Opera is nothing but a mUSical
He said he would like to continue
been Iold that opera is my voice, but
get into a professional choir,getber
productJon, fingers his fuzzy , pepp Iay," Hale sai d .
singing after graduating with a deI ,m In te rested·m JIlU
·
and B roa d_
masters at another school and later
pered beard as he discusses the
"Opera is
e '
bl
ed ' "
way, too."
teach music to elementary students.
an nJOya em la ,
gree In vocal music education. But
" But that Isa bigwlsh," shesaid.
proPs he needs for the children 's
he said. "You may fmd a certain
he said he would rather play recitats
She has has been performing
typemoreenj oyabl e th an othe rs."
opera " Little Red Riding Hood ."
than continue in opera because opsmce
.
she was m
. the seven th gra d e
The curtain closes and the house
The opera theater production is
era takes up so much time.
and began playing the piano at age
lights come on:
.
"I"U get the tablecloth, and you
done each year as an "experimental
"We'd all like to perform to some
eight.
But the show isn't over yet. The
takecareofthe treestump, " hesaid
theater'," Hale said. It gives music
extent," he said . "And I'm no
NextsemestershewilJbeplaying
last act will be fmished when the
10 one of his students. "Oh, can you
students a chance to get used to
different. It's just the Hamlets in
Hata in a production of "The Bar- . performers sing their last song.
possibly find an old fur coat ?"
performing. For some it may be
US."
teredBride."
Thecompetjtionisstiff, Beckham
Halels1n-Clllli"geoforganmngthe - their first-encounter with an-audl-- - Seelle 11-:- A pret ty, brunette , Scelle-OJ: r;a ~rt, honey voice
said.
details of the production, as well as
ence and the stage.
.
mezzo soprano sings her way from
. A1esia Beckham retays how guilty
-. " You bave to find a role, get an
casting the singers who will begin
. SceDe I, Ad Z: 'I1ie "big, bad" . the Gilbertsville music halls to the
she felt when she landed the lead role
audition and pray," she said.
performing tomorrow night at 8
wolffrom " Little Red Riding Hood"
lead role in the opera "Carmen."
of Merenka in " The Bartered
"My family always knew I would
p.m . when scenes from the operas
rehearsesonstagewithavivacious
. And Jelll1ifer Drury hopes to go
Bride."
~
go into music," she said. " The
" La Traviata" and "Carmen,"
song and pranks up his hairy sleeve. evenfartJier.
"The other soprano dJd so well,
question was what type."
. along with the production of "Little
Stan Paschal , a senior from
Unlike her classmate Paschal,
and I know she wanted it just as liad
Beckham said you have to "love"
Red Riding Hood" will be perScottsville who portrays the wolf.. "Drury is studying for a vocal music
as I did," Beckham sald. "But Heel
singing to stay with it because it
formedln the recital hall .
must act as well as sing during th
performance degree and said she
bad cause I kDow how she feeis ."
take dedication 8tId hard work.
~
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Politics rna y decide duplication l F~~",,::~=~::O~~IWU"""wl~""~f
-Coatlaaedfrom Froal PageJody Richards, D-Bowling Green ,
vice chairman of the legislative
commission.
"Just as I'm protective of West. 0f
ern, they're going to be protective
their areas." said Richards, who's
also chainnan of the House Edu·

cation Committee.
At this point the discussion has
centered on cutting proCessional
schools. which Western doesn't
have any of, Instead of unilergraduate programs.

~Myopinion,goingintothestudy,

is that we probably don't need two
medical schools or two dental
schools or three law schools," said
state Rep . Harry Moberly, DRichmond . He said he would like to
see one of each eliminated.
A proposal to merge the UniversityofLouisviJle and the University
of Kentucky has created controversy at both scbools.
But state Rep . Fred Cowan, DLouisville, said there's "a lot of
opposition" to the m~rger at U ofL.
He said that opposition would make
it difficultCor him to vote for cuts.
But Sen . Mike Moloney, DLexington, said " I would bope that,
whatever the study produces, th~
legislators will have the courage to
go along and do what needs to be
done."hesaid.
State Rep . Hank List, DLexington, said, "It's fine with me iC
the commmunities of Fayette
County and Jefferson County agree .
If they don·t agree,l think it wo~d
~ be a bad idea." ·
List said most people he has
talked to would be in favor ofU ofL
joining the UK system.
"But they would not be Cor UK

l05ing any of the statUre that they
have now, or be thought of as anything other th¥ the primary institution in all reSpects in Kentucky,"
he said ."
.List also defended
I bools theKnumber
t .... of
profession a sc
in en uC"r especially its three law schools, one
of which is at UK.
"u·S true that the state of Kentucky is producing more lawyers
than It can use, but a law
degree ... is avery valuable tool to
use in other professions," he said.
"Just because they have it doesn 't
mean they 're going to practice
law."
And LIst said he doesn't think the
money saved by cutting pro·
fessional schools would be enough to
make it worth the "political
hassle ."
"Once you give somebody something , it's awfully hard to take it
away unless you can prove it 's a
total waste of money and that
there's no benefit being derived
from it," he said.
List said the committee would
probably come up with some proposals that are "what you would
call cost-effective, but they're not
politically feasible ; they're not politically realistic."
" I think a lot of the university
presidents may not be bi~ng the
bullet that rea!ly needs to be bitten."
Cowan said. "As a result the legis.
lature is sticking its nose into it to
determine what 's necessary and
what's not ."
State Rep. Fred Curd, D.Murray,
said he hoped that, if nothing else.
the committee·s study would motivate administrators to scrutinize
their own programs and make
necessary cuts.

For instance, Eastern Kentucky
ports from public safet}'.
down and doors unlocked in the
University recently eliminated
Russellyille Road lot. He also reeight degree programs which it felt
Arresls
ported that the front seat was
were unnecessary.
Michael Jerome Bailey, 358
tom: damage was estimated at
Cowan also hopes theunlversiUes
Coomes Ave., and Pat Jackman
$5(1will takehe
on the responsibility
Riley , 1417 N. Sunrise Drive .
Gerald
Anthony
Pea,
shou1dbe of decidingw recuts
made.
werearrestedTuesday,charged
Pearce-Ford Tower , reported
"Once It gets into the legislature,
with second degree criminal
Tuesday the then of speakers
it's just people clawing and biting
trespassing and lodged in Warand a radio/cassette unit from
each other," Cowan laid. "A lot of
renCountyJaii .
his 1978 Cheverolet van while it
blood. gets shed and maybe you
was parked in the Russellville
don·t get the best solution that ·
Repons
Road lot.
way."
I
Jerry Todd Pridemore,
Melinda Leigh Dunn and
Sen. NelSon A len, D·Ashland,
Pearce-Ford Tower, reported
Kristina Marie Donaldson, West
who was ~r of the comm·
Tuesday that 2 speakers valued
Hall. reported Tuesday that
ittee, said the legislature stepPed in
at $21 had been stolen from his
harassing letters had been
becauae there were many questions
1969 Volkswagen convertible
pushed under their door.
that needed to be asked .
"The Council of Higher Edu.
o~
~
cation shjIuId have done what we are ~······
trying to accomplish," Allen said.
"Tbe taxpayers just want to know
where their money Is going. "
"Uwe're not using our lax dollars
wisely, then the red pencil needs to
come out," Allen said.
But while some legislators are
waving their red pencils at univer.
sity programs and budgets, others
protest that blame lies elsewhere .
List said, "I don't think the prot>lem is a duplication problem as
much as it is that the state of Kentucky stretched its resources too
thin when it created so many major
universities ."
Like List, Moloney doesn 't think
FITNESS
•
"unnecessary duplication " is as big •
a problem as some have suggested . •
CENTER
•
"I just don't think any drastic tee.
ommendations are going to come
outofthecommittee," he said.
" I hope the results will help explodethe myth that all this money is
•
being wasted on higher education,"
Moberly said. "Higher education is :
Bowling Green Center Nashville Rd.
781.3434
:
not the fat cat of the state budget. "
~
~
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Single parents join for support
By ANGELA STRUCK
In the game of solitaire , a si ngle
parent can't be sure what cards will
turn up, and a helping hand is often
appreciated .
Now , the single parents on campus are uniting to help each olher
in their so metimes solita ry lives
Going to school and rearing a,
child is "a risk and a gamble" when
a parent is alone, said Bob Mason,
vice president of Single Parents on
Campus.
"In a marriage , people can share
deciSion-making , but a single parent makes every decision in iso,
lation ," Masonsaid .
Mason, who is working on his
masters degree in communityagency counseling , said he was
"scared to death " when he received
custody of his :.-year-old daughter ,
two and a half years ago. After
realizing the pressures of being a
single parent he began to organir.e a
support group
Unlike Parents Without Partners .
a group with a Bowling Green
chapter , Single Parents on Campus
is aimed specifically toward stafT,
faculty and students at Western .
Parents with and without custody
of children are welcome to join , said
Carole Willoughby , the g roup 's
president. The group , which began
meeting six weeks ago, ofTers support , social activities and personal
and educational instruction
Single parents want a place where
they can meet other people like
the mselves , Willoughby said
According to the office of student
organizations , 124 students are
single parents who. have children
living with them . But Willoughby
estimates that there are between:ioo
and 500 si ngle parents on campus .
including me mbers of faculty a nd
staff and those parents who don 't .
have custody

Willoughby , a 43-year·old tex tiles a nd clothing :najor, is a single
parent , but she said part of her motivation for starting the group was
her daughter .
Her daughter returned to schOOl
as a Single parent but left because
she felt out of place on a college
campus. Willoughby said she wants
to help people like her daughter stay
in school.
"If we take a personal interest in
these people , I think we can- keep
them here ," she said .
The gr.oup will sponsor social activities , such as dances, speakers
and counseli ng on topics such as
financial problems.
The group is open to all single
parents , Willoughby said . This
gives the younger members an opportunity to benefit from the experience ofthe older ones .
Vicki Miller sai d the group 's
members can relate to her problems
and offer help . Miller . a 27-year ..old
nurSing student, has a daughter and
three sons .
She and a friend . who is also a
member of the group . help each
when studying pressures build ,
MiUersaid .
MiUer is in the process of a divorce but said she is fortunate to
receive help from her husband She
said he sometimes watches the chilo
dren and also provides financial
support
But she said she still encounters
problems that traditional college
students don't face
When Miller returns from cla sses .
she has to take care of her children
before she can study . This mea ns
cooking supper and giving baths
By the time the children are in bed .
she said she is onen too tired to
study
She also said she can·t spend as
much time as she wants to with her
children . but she has learned to con-

NEW

centraJe on the quality of the time
they spend together rather than the
quantity .
When she returned to school in the
summer of t983 . Miller was in the
process of the divorce . It was a difficult time . but she said she and her
children have adjusted well .
Miller said she wants to meet
people who share her problems. but
has never gone to any other group ,
such as Parents Without Partner!;.
She said that she wouldn't feel as
though she fit in because she is II
student. But she sa id she may con .
sider such a group after gradu ating .
Parents Without Partnersdoesn ·t
seem to attract younger parents.
sa id Willoughby .
Mason said . "Some people. for
whatever reason. don ·t join Parents
Without Partners . and those are the
people we 're trying to reach ."
Single Parents on Campus meets
every Wednesday at 4:30 p .m . in
West Hall Cellar .
All single parents are invited to a
Halloween costume party on Oct . 26
at 8 p.m . in the Faculty House , Refreshments will be served

.DELI
New deli. It's not where you think.
This new deli is at JR FOOD STORE where
we've added sandwiches, hot dogs, nachos,
hot popcorn, and a bunch of other good
things to our ADAMS STREET location.
You can be in and out in a m~tter of
minutes. Come try some of our good things
and save money with the coupons below.

r-~---------------~---~
I
FREE COLE SLAW I
Course offered
IORPOTATOSALAD I
The la ..... sc hool admission test
preparatory course will begin Oct.
3t in Room 339 of Grise Hall . prelaw adviser Dr Frank Neuber has
announced .
The course will be from 7t09 p.m .
Oct. 31 and Nov , t. 7.8. 14 . t5 . 28and
29 . The fee is $20 plus $6 for materials .
The course is sponsored by W('st - .
ern 's
Pre-Law
Club
a nd
Community Education of Bowling
Green and Warren County .
For more information , contact
Neuber at 745-4558 or 842-1884.

II and
Buyanyfreshdeli-madesandwich
round out your meal with a free
I

I

~---------------------~
j------------------------------Buyone
at the regular price of
7 5~ and get a medium (20 oz_)

:Jf:.
Special lunch of the week
We are now offering a fantastic
specialluDch.
Each order consists of:

- 2 Entrees (Sweet & Sour Pork and Sauteed
Chicken Wings witb-plack Bean Sauce)
-Fried rice
\

On)y$2.99

-SOUp of the day
'~

j'••

MOD.-Thurs. llAM-lOPM
Fri. &: Sat.UAM-UPM
Sua. 11AM-IOPM

. ... ...i .....;,. :

.'.

, . .. ... . ,

Phone 782-2678
FOR
TAKE OUT ORDERS
1414 31-W By-Pass

LUNCHEON SPECIAL
SerViDg 7 Days A W~k
11-2
QPEN 7 DAVS A WEEK
~.'

. ., .,:..,,' ~". ~ .

II

I 4 oz. serving of cole slow or potato
STORES I
I
I salad. Coupon good at JR. FOOD STORE'. No.1
I 1 403 Adams Street, through November 3, 1 984. I

CHILI DOG

RESTAURANT

~

FOOO.

FREE COKE

75¢
~

FOgocoupon good at JR_ FOOD STORES
ST RES
1403 Adams Street and· No.8, 1306 Center,
through November 3, 1 984.

1-_______

_______________ _
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Pet snake loved by all I
By KIM PARSON
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Everyone loves Moses .
• Of misccllancous tapcs, albnmll;' and casHcttc8 from
The fiflh grade class he visited in
Franklin, the childern at McNeil
popular reco rding artists, Managed by Bowling : :
Elementary SchOOl ', his owner's
Grecn
Bank and Trust. Location: Fllirview Plllza
friends, even girls . But Pat Brad==- Musil' Ccnter. AlhulllS are 3 for SIO; cassette!! are
ford loves him more than anyone .
It took Bradford , a Franklin
3 for S 12; hlpcs art' 3 for SR.
senior. almost a year to find the pet
=
he had wanted for so long - a boa
constrictor.
Thi .• liquidnli"" n01-:", 'W IT rpl'n· ..·fll ." ""k oj
After looking in pet stores here
!!!!
F"iro'i.·u" '/"z" "" .. i., C,·nI"r.
§
and Nashville. he ended up buying
his six foot. 12 pound pet from a
Bowling Green man . .
Moses , who is almost eight years
old . lives here with some of Bradford 's friends because his parents
won 't allow the pet to stay at their
home in Franklin.
Bradford keeps Moses in a spe·
cially built terrarium . .
He said most boa constrictors'\'e·
quire a temperature of87 degrees to
survive . but Moses likes hi s lerPat Bradford , a Franklin senior, holds his pet boa constrictor
rarium around 75 degrees .
Moses . The six-foot-Iong snake weighs 12 pounds .
And what Moses wants . Moses
gets .
Services Building Basement
Bradford raises rats to feed
Bradford tried everything to get
has been to Louisville a nd Lexi .
Moses and said he buys hi m hampthe snake to eat . Not even rabbits .
ngton .
sters and gerbils to keep variety in
CDT--Featuring old books and periodicals
chicks and a variety types of ro" llike to expose him to new envi r.
his diet.
dents seemed to appeal to Moses ,
onments
."
Bradford
said
.
Moses is fed about every two
and Bradford said he s till hasn 't
When it 's warm , he said he takes
weeks and eats anywhere from one
ligurk out why Moses wouldn ·t eat. • Moses outside and lets him c limb
to four rodents . depending on how
On more than one occassion
trees and enjoy the outdoors
active he 'S been and how many he
Thursday. October 18 and
Moses has tried to venture into the
Moses also likes to ride on mopeds
wants .
worldonhisown .
and sometimes goes a long with
Friday, October 19, 1984
And What Moses wants , Moses ·
Bradford said he thought he had
Bradford to parties .
gets .
9 a .m. to 4 p.m.
lost Moses forever when he came
Bradford said that Moses isn·t big
"If he isn't hungry. he doesn 't
home one day and didn 't lind Moses
enough to hurt anyone. but he thinks
eat." Bradford said . "A 'rat <:an
Books are priced at 10¢ per copy.
laying over the top of the door where
that Moses may be dangerous to
walk all over him . and he won ·t kill
hehadlenhim .
childem when he is full -grown .
Periodicals are priced at 5¢ per copy.
it."
Bradford was living in an old
" He should max out at about II or
He kills his food by dislocating his
house on College Street. and while.
12 feet and weight about 3Opounds ."
jaw and grabbing his victim around
he was gone. Moses had crawled
Bradford said.
Ron Slavic
the neck . He then wraps his body
through a crack between the wall
. Bradford said boa constrictors
around the victim and suffocates it.
Inventory ContrOl Manager
and the floor .
are
hard
to
get
right
now
because
He always swallows his food head
'" tried to lure him out with rats.
the countries that export the pets
lirst so the arms and legs will fold
Phone 745-3056
but it didn'\ work ." Bradford said .
are keeping them until their rodent
straight down and make it easier to
.. Finally, after a couple of hours. he
populations decrease .
swallow . It usually takes Mose$
just cameouton his own ."
Bradford said he loves Moses as
about five minutes to eat .
Moses does what he wants to .
much or more than most people
Moses is fed only the cleanest rowhen he wants to .
would love their dog or cat .
dents and is given vitamin A and D
Bradford sa id it ·s difficult to lind
supplemellts for his skin .
"I think he recognizes me by sight
places to live because of his pet, so
"Moses is su~ceptible to worms .
and s mell ," Bradford sai d . "He
he usually doesn't tell landlords that
mites. types of fungus . pneumonia
us ually crawls back to me when he
he owns a snake .
and intesti ne infections ." Bradford
has been put on someone else ."
But so metimes they find out
said . But in the three years he's had
a nyway . Bradford was thrown out
Bradford said no one knows what
him . Bradford said Moses has never
of the house on College Street after
a boa constrictor 's life expectancy
been sick.
the landlord discovered Moses.
is exactly . but it has been estimated
Moses did give Bradford a sca re
Bradford sa id he takes Moses on
at about 15 years .
when he went on a six-week hunger
road trips whenever he can . The
" Everywhere' go , he 'll go - till
strike.
s nake had its own travel bag and
he dies ," Bradford said .
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$URPLUS
BOOK SALE

Western Kentucky University
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. DANCE & EXERCISE
WITH NANCY WALLACE

Non-M.mh.r. W.lcom.1

Nightly Specials
ll-llJn .

W· ·d.

Mon.-Fri.

Happy Hour 3 to Close

Tues . praft Night $2.00 pitchers .
Schnapps Specials
Pitcher drink night
Your favorite drinks

T lur. Nachos & Margaritas 2for 1

TfnnlS-Town

Happy Hour3-7
S e;ving our complete menu

t

M on-Sat 11 am to JOpm
uncheon Specials
Mon-Sat J1am to 5pm

'~ ~~~
t.ftftiiIOw.·~

D inner Specials Fri & Sat Nights
G reenwoorl

,eMls {, IQcque,boll'club

Mall

t

'

.~

Three Springs Road. at the Greenwood Interchange.

Lecture
on disease
starts series

CALLBOA '0
M~vies
AMC I : Irrl!concllable DlffereaCH. PG . 6 and 8: 15. Starting Friday ThIef of lIearts. R. 4: 15, 7: t5
and 9:55. Saturday 1:30, 4:15. 7: 15
and 9:55. Sunday 1:45 , 4:30. 7: 15
and 9 :45 . Friday and Saturday
midnight movie Mad Mal'. R.

By MARCIA ROBERTSON
Although the atmosphere was
somewhat relaxed . the subject was
serious as Dr Edward N. Brandt.
assistant secretary for health under
Ronald Reagan. and Dr. Thomas P
Coohill . professor of biology . physics. and astronomy . spoke on com municable diseases .
The two spoke Monday at the
Rodes-Helm Forum in a lecture
called " Communicable Oisease :
Two steps forward . one step back "
Brandt. the first spCaker. spoke
on communicable diseases in gen ·
eral . He said infl'Ctious childhood
diseases have decreased by 70 per ·
cent since 1981 as a result ofimmunizations
But the SUCCI's.' story for vac(-ines
for adult diseases isn ·t as impress·
ive In many cases. vaccines have
been developed to cure adult diseases although the public isn ·t
aware of these vaccines . he said
Brandt said Hepatitis R. a diseaSl'
of the liver . is ('ura ble but the vac·
cine for the disease is not being
rpanufactured because there is ,no
public demand for it
Brandt also talked brieny about
venereal diseases . Despite advances
made in recent research . there has
·been no vaccine developed to prevent AIDS - Acquired Immune
DefiCiency Syndrome - herpes .
syphilis or gonorrhea
B\1t . Brandt said . " the comm ·
unity has no desire to counteract
sexual diseases ."
Coohill spOke on herpes .
HI! said the most common form of
herpes is the cold sore. and it can be
transmitted orally or sexually . The
most devastating effect of the dis ·
ease is that it cannot be cured . he
said .
Although it may only surface
once . the virus never leaves the

AMC II : Revenge oftbe Nerd • • H .
6: 15 and 8:30. Starting Friday Purple Rain. R. 4. 7 and 9:45 . Saturday
1: 15. 4, 7 and 9:45. Sunday 1:30,
4: 15. 7 and 9 :30. Friday and Saturday midnight movie Purple Rain.
R.
AMC III : GholtbulteMl. PG . 6 and
8: 15 . Starting Friday Razors' Edge.
R. 4. 7and9 :45 . Saturday 1:15. 4.7
and 9:45. Sunday 1:30. 4:15, 7 and
9 :30. Friday and Saturday mid ·

night movie Big Chili. R.

lAS Juageswill be featured at the
LIterary Club tonight through Saturday .

Plaza I:The Songwriter. R . 7 and
9.

Plaza II :TheWlldlife. H. 7 and 9.
Center Theater : Angel andBlue
Lagoon. 7 and 9.

AMC V:TeacbeMl. R . 6 and 8 : t5 .
Friday 4 :15. 7:15 and 9:55 . Saturday 1:30. 4:15, 7: 15 and 9:55. Sunday 1:45 ,4:30,7: 15and9 :45. Friday
and Saturday midnight movie BlazIng Saddles, H.

Nightlife

AMC VI :Gremllns, PG . 6 and
8: 15. Starting Friday U llle Drummer Girl. H. 4. 7 and 9:45 . Saturday
1: 15. 4. 7 and 9 :45 . Sunday 1:30,
4:15.7 and 9 :30. Friday and Saturday midnight movic Frill the Cat.

The General. Store will feature
Night Flight tonight and tomorrow
night. Legend will play Saturday
night.

R.

Tourist is performing at Runway
5 throughout the weekend .

Martin I : Double feature beginning at 7, Bacbelor Party and Revenge of the Nerds . R . Starting
FridayCbud . R. 7 and 9.

At Picasso 's. The Ken Smith
Band will be playing tonight and
Saturday .

Concert
The DeBow Brothers will play on
the university center lerrace aner
the Western-Eastern football game
Saturday. In case of rain . the concert will be held in the university
center .
Sbeena Eastonwill perform at the
Grand Ole Opry Oct. 28 . Tickets are
$10.50. $t 1.50 and $12.50.
Rush will perform Oct. 29 at Municipal Auditorium in Nashville
Tenn . Opening the s how will b~
Fastway. Ticket are SIt.50 limited
advance. $12.50 remaining .
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Two for $7.99
Sirloin Value Meal

I
:
I

1~c1udes World's Biggest. Best Salad Buffet™.
Baked Potato. Roll and Butter.
'~
1 ij'll''1.1~k

_n_.. _

1

Coupon can no' bo used on comb.noUon "" .h o.h..
d05CounIS One coupon p<>r coupl. Offer e.p".s
Nove,nbor 4 t984

Two for $7.99
Sirloin Value Meal

Includes World's Biggest, Best Salad Buffet™.
1 Baked Potato. Roll and Butter .
1~
Coupon canno' bo used In combinalion wI.h o.her
I ij!ll"'1j';.i discoun.s. One coupo n per co uple . Offer expires

1

Novembor 4 . 1984.

_111_. _
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I
I
I

1

I
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The next Rodes ·Helm Forum . a
group of lectures designed to bring
national experts to campus . will be
Thursday. Nov .29 . The topic will be
"The ElectronicChurch "

The bright blue box at the top of
the page reads . "USA Today . the
nation's newspaper ."
From side to side. top to bottom .
it is news and more news .
This new concept in newspapers
made its rirst appearance in
Bowling Green on September to.
said Ron Hartman. a promoter for
the newspaper .
About 60 stand,s were spread
throughout Bowling Green. five of
those on campus.
It is published by Gannett Co ..
Inc .. five days a week and has four
sections - News . Money .' Sports
and Life .
"The most distinctive part of the
paper is the display of color."
HarOnan said . The paper uses lots
of color charts and illustrations
with its stories.
Since 1982. when the newspaper
began. it has gained the third
largest circulation in the country.
with the Wall Street Journal and
the New York Daily News in front.

Martin II : Rocktober Blood. R .
Starting Friday The Ninja III Mission. R. 7 and9.

Harvest
These Savings

body .

USA Today
hits city

AMC IV :AII of Me. PG . 6:15 and
8:30. Friday 4:30. 7: 15 and 9:55 .
Saturday 1:45.4 :30.7 :15 and 9:55.
Sunday 2. 4 :45. 7: 15 and 9:45 . Friday and Saturday midnight movie
Dawn oftbe Dead. R .

Two for $8.99
T-Bone Steak Dinner

Two for $8.99
T-Bone Steak Dinner

Includes World's Biggest. Best Salad Buffet™,
Baked Potato . Roll and Butter.

ij'l)"I~Hi~
_ I I ••• _

Incluaes World's Biggest, Best Salad Buffet''''.
Baked Potato, Roll and Butter.

Coupon cannOI be used in com bln3fion with an y olher

iji}lI'l,p'W
_n ••i_

coupon Or discount One coupon p"r customer Off..
e.p"", November 4 . 1984

Coupon cannol be used In combinalion with lIny other
coupon or dlscoun .. One coupon per customer . Offer

expires November 4 . 1984.

r--------------------_________
------------------------_____
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Two for $7.99
Ribeye Steak Dinner

~e11l

Includes World's Biggest, ~est Salad Buffet™.
Baked Potato. Roll and Butter..
<.,

Includes World's Biggest. Best Salad Buffet™.
Baked Potato. Roll and Butter.

, WW'WU'W

Two for $7.99
Ribeye Steak Dinner

Coupon cannot be used In comblnallon with other

Coupon cannot be used In combination with other

1
I
I
I
I

1
I
I
I
I
J
I
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:
1
:

I

~:'~':n"::.r ~~~~~pon per coup~. Offer expires
B2U''lWAi ~~~~;:;r ~~~;:pon per coupte Offer expires
:
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Two for $5.99
Chopped Steak ·V alue Meal
Includes World's Biggest. Best Salad Buffet™,
Baked Potato. Roll and Butter.

ru

1 ij'll"I~ai.
I-

In •••• -

1

Coupon cannot bo used in comblnalion with other
discounts. One coupon per couple. Offer expires
November 4 . 1984.

1

I
I
I
I1

I

Two for $5.99
Chopped Steak Value Meal
Includes World's Biggest, Best Salad Buffet™
Baked Potato, Roll and Butter.
.
Coupon cannot be used In combinaHon WIth other

W

ij'l1"'1U' . dlscounlS. One coupon per coup~. Offer expires

1 _11 •• 1. _

November 4. 1984.
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630 Emory Drive
1608 Laurel Ave .
Bowling Green

___Ow.ensboro

Mac\lson Square Shopping Center
Madisonville
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Inventory of fine Diamond Jewelry
from Overstocked Manufacturer

TWO DAYS ONLY
Fri. & Sat.-Oct. 19 & 20
Here is a cha nge to rea Il Y' sa\'e on fine diamo nd
jewelry' A leading ma nufacturer, one of t he wor ld's
largest diamond cutters and importers, has chosen us
to offer his entire li ne of owrstocked dia mond
jewelry, Sin(:e t his is not our regular mercha ndise , we
call sell it for ex traordi nari ly 1,,\\, prices ~ You can

choose from O\'cr SI,OOO.Ooo worth of inve ntory, all
at grea l sav ings, Come in now and makc you choice .
All during this spccia l sale, we wi ll have a reprcsen '
ta tive of the manu fac turer to help you ma ke your
selection, Bu t we urge you to co me ea rl y so you wi ll
not be d isappointed,

ALL Diamond Jewelry Reduced

40%

FROM $69.50 TO $10;000 RETAIL
Choose from: '
-Diamond Earrings-Diamond Pendants-Diamond Solitaire Rings~Dia~ond
Cocktail Rings-Diamond Necklaces-Ge'n uine Sapphire, Ruby and Diamond
Fancy Rings-Diamond Bracelets-Men's Diamond Rings, and a fine 'selection of _

EMoRE

.W~T:nmountedEo V
CASH
LAYAWAY
LOVE MORE CHARGE
VISA
MASTERCARD
. AMERICAN EXPRESS

f

n e

J e w e I e r s

Direct Diamond Importers
And Manufacturers Of
Diamond Jewelry

"

Open 10 a.m. to
• p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Closed Sunday

... . .

... ~ ....

PHONE 843-3216

.. • • 4>0 .

Sleep walking ·
Early classes work best for some
By MACK HUMPHREYS

.College life and early morning
classes might not be a pleasant mix
for some , but many stude nts find
that 8 a .m . classes fit into their
schedules best.
" U I take my classes in +he
morning , , can go to work early in
the afternoon and have my. even.
Ings I'ree ," said Kris Ann Patton , a
Beaver Dam junior.
A IO-mlnute walk from McCor.
mick Hall helps Patton get ready
for clasa In the morning . "The walk
helps wake me up ; I'm more alert
when' get here , " she said.
Patton said he doesn't want to fall
asleep in class, n common problem
for early rising students , because
the class is required for her major .
Brian Rudolph , a Greenville

freshman, said he likes to take his
staying awake in class , Czepyha
classes at 8 a .m . because " I 'd
said . "The only way' clin stay
rather get up and get them over
awake is to daydream ," he said .
with . It 's better than laying in bed .
"When I start to think about the
" You get to see what people
lecture , , fall asleep ."
really look like in the morning ," he
PrObably the most common way
said .
people stay awake is by drinking
Having to get 1.0 class in Tho./
something with caffeine in it.
mpson Complex from Barnesi
Czephan was forced to take a
Campbell Hall makes him better
prepared, he said , but "It 's kind or-- billiards class at 8 a.m . because he
cruel the way it does it. "
. registered late and it was the only
time he had open to lake general
To be ready forhls8 a .m . c1asa he
education requirements .
has to think ahead and get his work
done the day before , he said.
'" wasn 't going to lake anything'
Chuck Czepyha , ail Owensboro
had to think In at 8 o'clock ," besaid.
junior, doesn't want to take another
Czephan said said he and ' his
8 a.m. class because , to slay awake
roommate don 't have many probfor class, he 'd have to go to bed
lems adjusting to each other 's
earlier . " "d miss (David) Let.
schedules. His roommate has 9 : 15
terman ."
a .m . class, so Czephan is usually
Many people do have trouble
gone by the time he gets up.

Classifieds
open doors !

'WEPICKUP
AND DELIVER
TO YOUR DOOR
The ONLY service
in Bowling Green that
Picks up clothes from your dorm,
Washes them.
Delivers laundered clothes
back to your dorm.

She will become
their most deadly weapon. '

Call before 1 P.M. for
SAME DAY SERVICE

As long as they can make
her fall in love.

842-9919

~

STOP & WASH LAUNDRY

Oct. 25-Nov, 1,
There will be no pick up
or delivery.

SA.M.-IOP.M.

THE
LIT.TLE
DRUMMER
GIRL
AGEORGE ROY Hill FILM
DfAHE KEATON
in JOHN LE CARRE'S
"THE ~ITTLE ORUMMER GIRL"
YORGO VOYAGIS KLAUS KINSKI
MIIIiI by DAVE GRUSIN
Eu<vti>e Produlef PATRICK KEllEY
Screenplay by .LORJNG MANDEL
Based on rile _ by JOHN lE (ARRt
Plodumd by ROBERT l CRAWFORD
Oirnd by GEORGE ROY HILL
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Here's your chance to go overboard at

Red Lobster" Sundays through

,:f.

,.

:,

t ')

'..

IRub IiIfl1liWi 100« I

Starts Friday, GeL 19th

at'a Theatre Near YOu.

'.

. ,.:,

Eat as much as you want of our
clam strips; broiled or fried fish, and
body's favorite , Popcorn' Shrimp,
Here's how it works. Place your order
one kind of seafood served with
and cole slaw. After you finish it,
of the same seafood or switch to a
kind. You're not limited to what you can
or how much you can eat.
So stop at Red Lobster and keep going.

Red Lobster.

2625 Scottsville Road
-.+.

......, -....,..., ,,
.....
~

~
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Escort service sticking,with it
By MATT EMERY

Western 's Student Escort Service'
alm05t put Itself out of business.
Student Escort 'workers were
growing 'discoUraged because few
were using the service, according to
Ben Sego, an Upton senior who is
coordinator of the program .
The service may have done its job
toowell .
" Last year," he said, worker interest " really declined because ,
luckily, there were no attacks on
campus."
He said " personal interest" was
all that brought volunteers back
this fall .
" People would say it wasn ' t
needed," he said, but be disagt:ees .
"U there is an escort, then the
odds of it (another attack) happening are much , much smaller ,"
he said .
"Maybe we stopped one that
might have been."
It appeared though the service

as

H.KAPLAN

FORlTlElF

end earlier this semester, but an inHe said he thought'the reeent
crease in callers the last few weeks
public safety seminars on rape prehas revived the groups enthusiasm ,
vention in women's dormitories
Segosaid:
might have increased interest in
The organization originated in the
student escort .
fall of 1981 in response to "several
Bunch said the service was em·
attacks on campus, and several
phasized at the seminars.
rapes on campus," Sego Said.
Sego said that adding several new
Paul Bunch spoke to workers in a
workers has increased interest also .
meeting Wednesday to help build
"New blood , new enthusiasm," he
enthusiasm.
said.
At the meeting he said that during
Appl,ications to work as a student
the eight months prior to establishescort are available through the
mentofthe service, there were seven !HC office or by contacting public
sexual assaults on campus and in
safety, Sego said . But he added that
the city. Requests for escort by
new application forms are being
public safety increased by 4()() perprinted and might not be available
cent, Bunch said, and the departfora few days .
ment could not answer them all .
BiU Brown, a Brandenburg sophThe volunteers escort female
omore. began escorting Sept. 19.
students who can 4354 from anyHe said he has been answering
where on campus between dusk and
four or fiye calls a night .
midnight Sunday through Thu .
It is job experience and gives him
rsday,Segosaid .
a chance to do homework while
Those wishing to use the service
waitingforcatls, hesaid .
should be sure to tell the dispatcher
,,' figure if , can just help one a
a specific location and ti me they
night , it's worth it ," he said.
want to be met . Sego said .
""m sticking with it. "

'lhe Slanley Kaplan Cenler
gave me an opportuOlly 10
become eligible tor graduale
opportuOil les I'd dreamed 0.1
mosl 01 my lile

GRE-GMAT-LSAT-M
AHD OVER 35 DTlfER STAHDARDlu;' :::' ··'~Iln,n .. ~
lell.)'Hst
SWtelOO
NuhviUe TN 112O:S-2503
ftl51
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$100,000 computertobe installed
By URSULA THOMA.q

The Academic Computing and
Research Services will be installing
a new $100,000 computer early next
week .
The compute.r will be housed in
the Science and Technology HaU
along with a new central network
connecting the terminals and instructional machines on campus
into the new data comm unications network to be completed by January .
Along with the new computer, 60
additional terminals have been installed in the Science and Technology Hall and the College of
Education Building.
"The primary purpose of the new
computer system is to serve instuctional needs," said Dr. J .J .
Sloan, a government professor and
director of academic computing.
"We chose this particular model
because its features were especially
designed for instudional applications as compared to the mM we

Rare group
to perform
The Rare, a tWOuwoman , sonrock band , will perform in the
Center Tbeater Dec. U in a University Center Board sponsored concert.
The Rare consists of Janet
Brammer on vocal.s , keyboards,
acoustic and synthesized guitars;
and Betsy Martin on vocals , bass,
keyboards and autobarp. Tbe band
has no percussion ; a drum machine
is used instead . The percussion is
transferred to casseUe for live performances .
The Rare performs songs by
Heart, Cyndl Lauper ,The Police ,
and Hank Williams , as well as their
own music .
The concert begins at 8 p.m ., and
admission is free .
In other business, Center Board
announced that novelist James
Baldwin will speak at8 p .m . Nov . 13
in Center Theater.
The leCture is also sponsored by
the creative writing community of
the English department and a gral)t
from t~ KMt~j(,y. J{lIlJWUt~$... _
Council.
'

looked at also ," Sloan said .
The computer "a lso has the capicity to possibly double its com puting power , which is important
rorthe future ."
The Academic Computers and
Research and Services is responsible for providing hardware and
software for general university use,
such as research , design and statistical analysis and administrative
tasks . The uses include instruc tional evaluations and APTS, a tutoring program .
Tne new network will also free the
university from dependence on the
Kentucky Educational Computer
Network system, based at University of KentuCky .
The decision to buy a new computer began three years ago with the
objective todecreasedependence on
the ~CNET system. Rising costs
and impracticality were cited as
additional reasons .
PreviouSly the use of KECNET
was funded by the Council on Higher
Education, but since July of this

vear the burcler. of cost was transferred to Western .
"The cost of staying with the KECNET system didn ·t compare with
the benefits of buying the new system," Sloan said . " However we 'll
still have access to the KECNET
system when it 's necessary ."
"The new system is at least as
good as any other school 's in the
state," he said. " We 've never been
in this relatively good position."
However, there are still things to
be done . Forexample,resourcesfor
support of research activites are
still lagging, but Sloan seemed to be
optimistic that the university will
make advances in that area also.
" Next year we 'll add 60 more
terminals and expand our communication services by some amount
each year into the future," he said.
"Eventually, we also expect to escape the punch-card instructional
method."
" We are determined not to find
ourselves out of the computer
race--we're raising quality. "

"ri. 4:00 • • :00_9:45. S.r. I: IS,4:00, 7:00, 9:4S .

STEVE MARTIN· LILY TOMLIN
The comedy that proves that one's a crowd •.

AuaFME
A UNIVfAUl Afl[AU

~

RS ):IX~):

11IE ADVENllJRE OF ONE MANS SEAROf
FOR~ELP,
.

Fri .•:00, 7:00, 9:45. S.,. I: IS, 4:00, 7:00, 9:45.

Welcome W.K.U. students

~]if .

concerned with
yourSMILE!
The dental office of Dr. Gary Walden,
D.M.D . & Brenda C. Walden, D,M _D"
want to improve Westerns :,SMILES:, by
offering a special for W.K.U_ students,
faculty & staff.
-Examination, cleaning&. polishing,
fluorideTx, plus oral hygiene instructions ALL FOR JUST $20 !
-Stereo Headphones &. Nit~ous Oxide
used .
-Evening &. Saturday hours for your
convience.
-Call 781-4906 for your appointment
today.

Fri . • :00, 7:00, 9:45.5.,. 1:15,4:00,7:00,9:45.

Thief

of

Hearts

Fri. 4: IS, 7: 15, 9:55, S." 1:30,4: 15,7: 15,9:55.

THE ~mc LATE SHOWS!
12:00·

12:00

Purple Rain
12 :00

/1 :4.5

Fritz .
The -Cat
Dawn

ofThe Dead

. THE
BIG <;_I:iILL

1.2 :00

Blazing Saddles
12 :00

MAD

MAX
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Ratt low grossing

Freshman candidates campaign
Most of the candidates agreed the
dllrerence between high school and
college elections Isthe bigger population at a university .
LaMont Jones Jr .• of Owensboro.
said , "In high school a lot of people
get elected for good looks and
popularity, but in college students
are more mature and try to elect the
lone candidate best qualified ."
Jones admits that he doesn't
know everyone in his class and
never will . "But' think "ve made a
good start at getting to know my
classmates . A good leader can
prove himself."

By URSULA THOMAS

Jennifer Bai'wick, of Louisville.
said experience has shown her that
being president Isn 't just 'a "title

The U.S. presidential election
' ian't the only political race going on
these days.
Among the many Ronald
Reagan-George Bush buttons and
Walter Mondale-Geraldine Ferraro
bumper stickers scattered across
campus are stategicaUy placed
campaign nyers for the freshman
primaries Tuesday and the election
Oct. 30.
The seven presidential candidates
say theY're qualified for the job
through their leadership experience
and their desire not only to get InLori Scott. of Princeton . believes
volVed, but to make a difference in
one of the major blocks in achieving
the university .
her goals would be representing
Danielle Williamson , of Gilbertpeople she doesn't know . But. she
sville , captures the Iheme of Ihe
said. "the more involved you get,
candidates' platforms : ,,' want to the more people you'll know ."
help bring ' lhe freshman class
together." she said . "We need a
Debra Broz, of Bowling Green,
unifying elementin our class."
believes her peers aren 'l that
She suggested having freshman
different from herself.
study groups as well as extra·
"As long as you keep yourself
curricular activities to try to bring
open for suggestions. not knowing
the groupcloser together.
.
everybody won't be a big problem ,"
Gregg Haie . of Henderson. sumshe said
med up his campaign in the slogan
" Involve the everyday student in
Elizabeth Largen . of Bowling
everything - academically and
Green . sa id the "class is so big that
socially ."
you can'l reach out to everyone .
"The majority of freshmen don ·t However. the class can come to the
have anything 10 identify them - president .
selves 10, " he said . "We need to im·
" I enjoy meeting people and
prove the campus -wide atmo- hearing suggestions. and it should
workbolhwa s ."

. cert "close to break even sales," but
Sunshine Promotions agreed to
divide the profits only aner they
were guaranteed a certain percentage of the total . Ticket sales just
reached that total , and center board
received no profits, Hurt said .
The exact figures won 't be known
until all or the bills are paid. But any
extra money will be funneled back
into the Contemporary Music
Committee's budget.

The only profit that University
Center Board will probably see
from its Oct. 5 Ratt concert will be
the $2,000 it made from concessions ,
Chairman Rex Hurt said the concert grossed a little more than
$33,000 in ticket sales, but once the
bills are paid and Sunshine Promotions. who brought the concert to
campWi., receives its profit, very
little will be len for the board .
Hurt said the $33,000 put the con-

job."

Some of her long-term goals inelude an all status coed dorm and a
campus pub.
'" want to be a performer nol a
figure head, " she sai d.
Hale's goals include an expansion
of the Freshman Assistance program and the resident advisers '
roles in helping students become
aware of available activities . He
also said he favors a
that would
require freshm an to take a
one-hour credit course on college
adjustment.
Broz wants more students to get
involved In extra-curricular activities . She said . "There's something for everyone ."
Largen and Scott agree that most
students need to gel involved in
student government because it is
such a vital partofanycampus .
Jones said he can 't set any goals
until he sees whal the freshman
class wants ,
" I alone cannot achieve class
goals : it's a joint effort ," he said .
"But I'Uuse every resource I have ,
ifelected . to help meet our goals ."
Even though the candidates are
campaigning againsl each other.
they are supportive , and each wants
to help make a difference at West-

WHAT'S' HAPPENING

bUr

who have earned a 3.5 grade point
average at 4 p.m . in Grise Hall
auditorium .

Today

Fellowship or Christian Athletes
will sponsor its lOO-hour_Jol-a-thoa
beginning at 4 :30 p.m . at the Smith
Stadium track . The event will run
through Sunday.

Tuesday

The Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi will meet
at 7 p.m. in Garrett Center Auditorium . Jim Allen , publisher of the
Grayson County News-Gazette will
be the guest speaker.

Friday
Phi Eta Sigma will hold its laitlation ceremony ror sophomores
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Firediving jo~ no sweat
By KIM PARSON
A swimming pool 22 reet wide and
10 reet deep seems extremely small
when you are standing on a platrorm 30 reet in the alr and preparing
todiVllin.
It seems even smaller when you
are wearing a cotton sweatsuit that
has justbeenseton fire.
This summer. two Western
students perlormed this type or
dive several times .
Scott Vlck . a senior from Springfield . Ill., and Bob Gregory, a
Bowling Green sophomore. were
members of a high diving team at
Magic World. an amusement park
in Pigeon Forge. Tenn.
The team is one of 20 around the
country that make up the Great
American High Diving Teain that is
based in Miami .
The team perlormed flve shows a
day at the park ; the fire dive was

done at the closing show each night .
Each abow bad three areo _

GrecorY perlormed several Ore
dives at the beginning or the sum·
mer. but he said he did more high
dives and comedy dives .
Grelory said 'h e Celt the high
dives were more dlmcult than the
fire dives .

straight or Olympic diving , a
comedy sldt and high diving.
l VJcl[ said he toot the job because
lie wanted to do something exciting .
"I wanted to prove to myself that
I could do it ," Vicksaid.
When perlorming the Ore dive ,
the diver wore rour cotton sweatsuits with a hood to protect his race,
two pairs or thermal socks and two
pairsorgloves.
A towel soaked with gasoline was
placed around the diver's neck and
waslit by a small explosive.
Vick said be perlormed 25 fire
dives and ten high dives during the
summer. The high dives were done
Crom 70reet above the pool.
This summer was the first time
Gregory . who was a member or
Western 's diving squad last semester, had ever high di ved .

He said board diving and high
dlvlngaretotaUydifTerent.
"I was never really scared when J
went up there. but I had to be carerut and thInIt about what I was doing,"Gregorysaid.
Gregory and Vick found out about
the diving team !'rom Dave Gerard,

a ronner Western student.
Gerard, who bas worked at the
show ror the past four years . was
the team 's supervisor.
Gregory said the sport or high
diving is just starting out . and he
round it very interesting.

[The Herald sets the pace. I
Friday. Oct. 19
2·6p,rn.
or
Saturday, Oct. 20
ga.rn.-Noon
52.00
(includes vacuo-u rn)
BAPTIST STUDENT
CENTER
1586 Norrnal Dr.

(across frorn
South HalJ)

Viek said the job was fun , but he
doesn 't thlnkhe will do it again .

ATHINLINE
SEPARATES
LOVE
FROM HATE.
SUCCESS
FROM FAILURE,
LIFE FROM '
DEATH.
A LINE AS
DIFFICULT

for ALL food and drinks ,

roWALK

all the time!

ASA
RAZOItS EDGE.

And don't forget to check
out our big screen TV.

Live Entertainment
OpendaUy l~ a.m .-l a.m.
Saturday4p.m .-midnight

l1-1E

){lXZ()RS ]:JX~]:
TIlE STORY OF ONE MAN'S SEARCH
FOR HIMSELF.
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AMARCUCCI·COHEN· BENN PRODUcnON AjOHN BYRUM
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BD..LMURRAY
'ruE RAZOR'S EDGE' BASED ON ruE ClASSIC NOVEL BY W SOMERSET MAlJGHAM
-ruERESA RUSSEll CAruERINE HICKS !DENHOW Ewott AS I IN<:LE Ell 1011 AND JAMES KEACH
- >;\IACK NI1ZSCHE "-"":: jOHN BYRUM & Bill MURRAY ~: :~~l ROB COHEN
.
;;r..~ ROBERT P. MARCUCCI AND HARRY BENN ,- , '~'jOHN BYRUM
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OPENS
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Where happy hour'
. " d'
never"'en·
s.
FaiIview Avenue
(Next to the Briarpatch)

,.

SPORTS
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'-Play hard ~
Seven drilled in tryouts

Seven students Tuesday morning learned the true
meaning of "play hard ."
They rolled out of bed and hit the basketball court at
6:30 in Diddle Arena to prove they were capable of
playing for the Hilltoppers.
And after the hard drills and practicing with the
freshmen players and the rest of the team, Darren
Burn.ette, a freshman from Heritage Hills (Ind .) High
School, and Randy Lyttle, a Williamsburg freshman,
were chosen for the team.
Assistant coach Don Evans said the seven participants went through five-man weaves, passing and
dribbling drills and two-and three-on-one.
He and assistant coach Dave Farrar looked for several qualities, including attitude, skill and endurance.
"We try to find kids whO've always dreamed of participating in the program," Farrar said.

(Above) Coach Dave Farrar watches students'try out for
the basketball team . (Top right> Farrar explains what is
expected of the players . (Right) Jeff Humphrey, a freshman from Ownesbory, takes a breather between.plays .

Eastern
invades
Saturday

Hilltoppers should beat
rival Eastern this, time
By STEVE GIVAN

By BRENT WOODS
In what looked like a mud wresUing contest at Hanger Field last
year, the Toppers slipped and siid
toa 10010tieagainstEastern.
The tie was the biggest thrill of
Western's dismal season.
It may take a freak inland hurricane to help the Tops past the
Colone~ th~ year.

FOOTBALL
Eastern is 4-2 and ranked 17th in
Division I-AA ; Western is 0-6 .
Kickoff will be at 1 p.m. in Smith
Stadium .
If facing Eastern isn't bad
enough, the Tops have had some
casualiUes on the injury front.
Tom Lucky and Luther Gibbs
have joined fellow linebacker Dave
Daido on the injury list. Three
freshmen - Calvin Edwards, Gino
Terry and Steve Smith - will start.
"l:f!eY're really going to get indoctrinated Saturday," Coach Dave
Roberts said.

'" really believe that the game
last year was the beginning of our
downfall," Coach Roy Kidd said .
·"We were leading 10:0 in the fourth
quarter, and they came back and
Uedit."
Last year's tie was a painful remlnderto Kidd thatthe rivialry still
exists, even when one team is far
superior to the other.
"You can throw out the records
Saturday," Kidd said. " When we
step out there on that field it will be
Eastern vs. Western, and we better
be ready to play football ."
And despite the fact that intense
rivalries sometimes produce upsets.
Roberts' Toppers will need to play
their best game of the year by far
or get some divine intervention.
Roberts said that inconsistency,
especially late in the game, was the
Toppers' major problem last week
against Southwest Missouri . And he

knows Inconsistency is one thing
Western can't afford Saturday.
~" What we've ~n trying to do is
try to make these guys awart! of the
fourth quarter. " Roberts said.
"That's where we're getting beat,
physically and mentally ...
Four times Western has lost
games in the fourth quarter, and the
Top~rs have been outscored 80-31
in the last 15 minutes .
Yet, Roberts said he has a good
feeling about the contest .
"I'm excited, " he said . " Every
week about WedneSday, I start to
get a good feeling about the next
game . It will be a heck of a c\lallenge
for our team ."
Challenging as it may be , the
numbers game presents a bleak
picture for Western again this week .
The Colonels have taken a beating
~CESARONE

Page-18, Colamn I

Western will beat Eastern this
weekend .
But anybody in his r ight mind
knows that the Toppers don't have a
chance against Eastern, right ?
Well . for the sake of the Hilltopper
faithful, wrong . .
What's the rationale behind such
a prediction? A hunch .
I had it last year when the Tops
.Iopped their way to a to-tO tie in
Richmond, thanks to the heroics of
Keith Paskett and Adam Lindsey.
And there's no reason a guy can't
be right twice. There is a theory behind this prediction , which could
get my reputation in a predicament
- as ifit weren 't already .
This predication is based on the'
assumption that Western doesn't
want to become the fU'St team since
1920 to go through a season without
winning. (The Toppers were 0-1 that
year .)
.
This prediction could be called the
"theory of in versed logic."
Here's the deal : If Coach Dave
Roberts and the TORS don't win Saturday , don 't expect them to win a
ga~ the rest of the season, in·
cludiilg Morehead.
.

....

COMMENTARY
This theory, which could sweep
Warren County around 4 p.m . Saturday, is also based on what the
Tops have managed til do sO far,
and what they haven't done.
Western should have at least two
wins right now. The loss to Central
Florida was a heart-tugger, and
Appalachian State should have fallen . Southeastern Louisana and
Southwest Missouri were conquerable,too.
Western couldn't even cover a
24-point spread against Louisville.
That is bad with a oapital B.
Diehards are conceding that
Western's only win will be 1)ver
Morehead. ButifWestemlosesSat_
urday, that just wori'thappen.
First, there are two games that
Western usually makes a good run
at - no matter how bad they are.
And the Tops ' record speaks for itself.
The Eastern game is always a
toss-up, with last year's debacle as
evidence.
See WESTERN
Page 18, Colamlll .
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Cesarone to get starting nod
-Continued from Page 17-

from Tennessee teams this year ,
having lost to Middle and East, but
last week they destroyed Central
Florida 37-14 .
That 's the team that beat Western
35-34.

. And Eastern tipped Akron 22-21 :
while the Zips trounced the Toppers
42-7.

The Colonels feature a ball control ground game - just the
kind of physical abuse Roberts said
his team has been facing all year .
"They have a very Simple attack, " Roberts said . "They just run
right at you and pound you, so we
better buckle ourchinstraps and get
ready ."
Tailback David Hensley has

gained 393 yards, a 4.1 per carry
average, and has scored six touchdowns . Roberts said controlling
him will be' vitally important, particauly since Western as a team has
gained just 244 yards all season .
"He's one of those guys who runs
up the middle and bounces otT tacklers," Roberts said.
Like Western, Eastern plays two
quarterbacks - but not because
they have to .
Pat Smith has passed for 420
yards and two touchdowns this
year, while Greg Parker has tossed
itror 243 yards .
Freshman JetTCesarone will get
the starting nod again this week ,
Roberts said .
- Right now , it looks like we 'U be

Your window on Western., I

gOing with JetT, but that is subject to
'change, " he said. "He played like a
very nervous freshman last week
and hopefully he'll be more ready
this week. "
John Lacey won 't be in the defensive b!lckfield, either - he hurt
his neck last week against Southwest Missouri.
And on -again-off-again Danny
Embree is otT again . The junior
tailback apparently has quit the
team .
"Even with all the injuries and the
fact ·that they are so good , I 'm
looking forward to Saturday ,"
Roberts said. "I guess every coach
has the hope that hls team will play
better than they're supposed to."

Western should down rival Eastern
-Continued troD! Page 17-

You can just about throw out the
records . You can also COunt on the
Toppers to put on a decent show at
Homecoming.
But there 's one small problem
with Homecoming this year. Western has scheduled Middle Tennessee
because it figured the Eastern game
would draw anyway .
The problem is that Middle has
the best team that folks in Murfreesboro have seen in a long time .
They 've practically wrapped up the
OVC title with impressive road
victories over Eastern and Murray .
Eastern appears to be best West-

ern 's only shot for an upset since
beatirrg Middle is about as likely as
Ronald Reagan balancing the budget in the next four years .
Aner facing Eastern, Middle and
Morehead , the Tops have to close
out the season on the road at Eastern Illinois and Murray.
If Western doesn 't beat Eastern or
have an impressive outing, the Toppers won 't have enough confidence
to beat Morehead, - even though
everyone suddenly gets conlident
when they play Morehead.
But if you don't know how to win ,
it gets harder to win no matter who
you play . It gets harder to practice

and to tell someone you play
football .
It·s a psychologica l snowball
etTect.
When a team gets mired in losing ,
it can do certain things well . Once
you 've lost, it 's easier to do it again .
The only -consistency so far has
been Roberts ' excuses. That 's encouraging , if excuses can be encouraging.
But looking for the silver lining
(there muSt be one somewhere) , if
Western gets crushed this weekend,
the Toppers could win next week at
Morehead.
Maybe that would help get things
back to normal - whatever that is.

Western to defend Alabama title
ByDOUGGOTT
Following championships in two
invitationals last weekend, Western
will defend its men 's title in the
Alabama Invitational Saturday in
Tuscaloosa.
Coach Curtiss Long thinks his
team can pull off back-to-back
victories.
"We're the defending champions,
and we certainly have a chance this
year," Long said.
'
Long is worried about some nagging injuries on the men 's squad ,
however.

Murray falls
to Toppers

CROSS
COUNTRY
Cam Hubbard is still feeling the
effects from the Indiana Invitational , and Philip Ryan is
lighting tendonitis in the achilles
tendon .
"Cam is coming off a superlative
invitational showing, and is showing fatigue from the meet ," Long
said.
Former Hilltopper AU-American

Ashley Johnson set a course record
time of 25 :37 over the five-mile
course last Yl!ar .
This year, Jon Barker is expected
to battle for the top spot.
"Barker is running very well ."
Long said .
The men will take II runners to
the meet.
The women will field seven for the
race, one of whom will not be senior
Camille Forrester, the team's No . 1
runner .
"Camille has an academic 'conf1ict, " Long said . "And academics
come first."

Remember to use
your Key Line
Guide for better
buys in Bowling
Green.
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By KENNY INGRAM

COach Charlie Daniel's team wiU
have a one-week layotT after Tuesday's win over Murray.
Western wiU"e a 17-8 record
into Tuesday's game here against
Asbury College.
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North Stars, SAEs win "games
By JULIUS I. KEY
'the North Stars sent a clear
message to Sigma Chi Tuesday
night : "11Ie title Isn't yours yet !"
'I'he Stars Improved to 5-0 behind
Roy McMillen 'S innovative play
calling, blankIng The Brew Dogs
2IHl in the feature game of the week .
" We ' re getting better ," said
North Star coach Phil Vance .
"Each game we're lookIng better
and better. Things are beginning to
fall into place. Everybody feels the
playofTs ."
11Ie North Stars scored twice to
take a I~ halflime lead, with six
points coming on a tight end option
pass /\-om Kennic Washington to
David Matthews.
"I write every play we run ," Mc.
Millen said . # ) get them from
watching a lot of football . We just
try difTerent things ."
In the second half, the North Star
defense contained 11Ie Brew Dogs to
one first down . .
"Our defense was strong," Mc·
Millen said. MThey're continuing to

INTRAMURALS
carry us. Right now, they're playing better than last year's team ."
In the second game Tuesday ,
Sigma Alpha Epsilion accom plished something Ihey couldn 't do
last year or for the last four yearsbeat Lambda ChI. SAE pulled out
an emotional 14-6 victory .
"This is a really big win for us, "
said SAE quarterback Andy Lano.
"They may have a little more talent
than we have , but we hung lough
tonight. We've got alot of character
on our team ."
It took a lot of character on SAE's
winning scoring drive. Twice they
converted fourth down passes to
keep th«; drive alive .
Kevin Lemmons made a spark.
ling fourth·and.2Q catch at the nine
yard line, grabbing the pass with
one yard to spare and going out of
bounds with two Lambda Chi's
hanging on .
That led to the winning touch .
down that was scored on a fourth

down pass from Lano to Scott Kaufman in the comer of the end zone .
"Those were two super ca tches, "
Lano s a id . "They kept our drive
alive . Kevin just played a super
game aU around ."
.
Lemmons caught the first touch .
down pass from Lano on a 40 yard
scramble play . That gave the SAE 's

Chicken Dinner
•
•
•
•

an~leadathalflime .

Lambda Chi gained momentum
in the second half and tied the game
at 8-8 midway through the 5e<:ond
half.
It was at that point which the
SAE's began thei~ winning drive.
Kappa Alpha may be ex.
periencing their first taste of play ofT
action . They improved to 6-2 by
mashIng SIgma Phi Epsilion 2\H;.
KA will get a big test Thursday
against Lambda Chi.
Pi Kappa Alpha, 6-2, destroyed
Delta Tau Delta 42-6 . With more
consistency , the Pikes could make
some noise in the playofTs .
No . I-rated Sigma Chi was idle
Tuesday , but they play Alpha
Gamma Rho today .

PlayofT action began Tuesday in
women 's intramural nag football .
with four teams moving into the
semifinals.
Advancing were defend ing
champion West Hall , Min imum
Wage , Central Clods a nd the IB 's
1bey will play for a berth in the
championship game at 7 :30 Tues·
day night.
West Hall dereated Alpha Delta Pi
24 · 14 , and will face the Central

Clods in thesemifinals .
Undefeated Central had an easy
time in shutting out the Awe .
somatlcs 36·0, with receiver.
linebacker Nina Parrish supplying
much or the nrepower.
West is a power-oriented team
that emphaSizes a ball control
ofTense and a tough defense. Cen.
tral , on the other hand , utilizes a
quick striking offense and a swar.
ming derense .
In other playofT action , Minimum

Reg. $2.99

Coupon good through 10/84
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10% DISCOUNT FOR
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COLLEGEI.D.

Wage wasted no time in knocking
off the Bemis 8ruiserS41·7.
The Minimum Wage offen se
moved the ball almost at will
againsl Bemis , with qua rterback
Kit Taylor consistently throwing
long touchdown strikes to her
receivers .

Breakfast and Fruit Bar
ALL YOU CARE TO EAT

Minimum Wage, alsoundefeated,
will take on the lB 's in the other
semifinal game . The 18 's domi.
nated sorority champion Alpha Xi

Breakfast Bar Open :
Mon,- Fri. 6 a .m . to 11 :30 a,m ,
Sat,·Sun,6a:m, to 2p ,in.
Fri. &Sat, nights 11 p ,m. to2a.m .

Delta~ .

SHONEYS
TO\ri~~ lIUlUN1IIY

2824 Scottsville Road
ing Green, Ky.

We Have
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All Of Your
College Needs!

CLAISIPIEDS
FOR RENT
FOR RENT: Nice large remodeled 2
bedroom apartment. 1310 College.
F'urnished , ut ilities paid. $285 /mu .
842-3507.

At Low, Low Prices.
IP'lDCom Poppers Cookware
Glassware
Clocks
ToosterS
Sporting Goods Vacume Bottles
laundry Baskets Point
~~~r-~~::':~~~IioiII~~;;_;::;'1 Brooms
Hair Blowers
Knives
Can Openers
Coffee Makers Exstension
Ho!'n Cold Mugs Flos.hlights

FOR RENT
: Nice ICentral
bedroom
un '
furnished
apartment.
alrllleal.
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Carpeted. OfT street parmg. $235 in·

clu'8"es utilities . Availa ble Nov . I.
84U1I3 after 5 p.m. Deposit. refer·
ences required.
. FOR RENT: EXTRA SHARP Luxur.
lOllS one bedroom apartment. Within
one block of WKU across f'rom Wesley
Foundation . Only one apal"\D}ent len .
Newly remodeled with all the extras.
$27S/Jno. UUJiUes part. paid. Gas heat.
, 1366 c"Uege St . 781-2895or78I ·9137. .
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FOR RENT : Enormous 2 bedroom
IIunished apartment. Newcarpet , wall
paper and so forth . UUJiUes paid . $325.
: 8U-3S4O.
,

. We Also Cut Keys!

I FOR RENT : Westerns pr-mUum D.J.
, Show - TIle Spectrum Sound Show

Broadway
Hardware '
8047 Broadway 782-3964

Kentucky
Hordware
52031-W

8~3-4314
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only $2.19 withcoupo~

Semifinals set in women" s division
By KENNY INGRAM

3 pieces golden brown fried chicken
Mashed potatoes and gravy
Creamy cole slaw
One homemade buttermilk biscuit
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i wlthTerryTUnks. Pbone782-2390.
: FOR SALE
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Thanks A 0 Pi's for your help at the

Girl Scoutaleep In.
__________.. TERRYTUNKSOFTHESPECl'RUM

FOR SALE : ute new portable WIder·
wood e1ectric typewwrIter .. $100. Call
84S-fIS8 after Sp.m.

SOUND SHOW.
I'U miIs)'QU Claudia,
Clyde
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.Just what is JUBILEE '84?
Jubilee '84 is a festival of over 109 exciting events
throughout the city celebrating the good life in
"Bowling Green.
~
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When is JUBILEE '84?

will

The JUBILEE '84 c~lebration
begin
November 1 and continue through November
10, with activities and events planned each
day.

Where will the Jubilee events be held?
Jubilee '84 events and activities are planned
throughout Bowling Green November 1 through 10.
Jubilee Headquarters wl ,l/ be a giant tent in front of
the Greenwood Mall housing a food and beverag
area, an Infor'm ation outlet, and exhibits.

What will all this g.r eat fun cost?
The single purchase of a Jubilee Lapel Pin for only
$1 is all that Is needed to attend the Jubilee '84 tent
events. ,
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Make your plans now to attend Bowling Green's biggest festival
of the year. Be watching and listening for more details on JUBILEE '84 !
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